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1. Introduction of Decentralized Exchange 

There are a number of centralized exchanges worldwide, but only a few true 

platforms for cryptocurrency trading between individuals.  Tokenmom is 

anonymous and do not need to sign up for trading. it is a true decentralized 

exchange that helps to trade in realtime between individuals by using personal 

wallets(Metamask, Ledger nano hardware wallet, Ethereum wallet). A number of 

human resources participated and invested a lot of time and effort to open our 

decentralized exchange, TOKENMOM DEX. 

 

⚫ Advantages of Decentralized Exchange 

- No Signup for trading 

- No KYC for confirming personal identification 

- No Deposit 

- No Withdrawal 

- No Hacking(Safe from exchange hacking) 

- Anonymous(We don’t need your personal information) 

- Trade All Ethereum Based Tokens(ERC20, ERC721) 

- Track All Transactions at Ethereum Blockchain 
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2. Problems of Centralized Exchange 

Nowadays, there are a number of centralized exchanges around the world. 

However, even though it is an individual's asset, they have often prevented the 

deposit and withdrawal of coin for security reasons and have caused the damage 

of a large number of ant investors under the control of the price manipulation by 

the so-called power. Furthermore, They have lost the trust of investors or 

customers due to various hacking attacks, and they have long lost the trust of 

their customers by concentrating solely on making commissions. Of course, the 

advantage of the Central Exchange is that the local currency can be deposited and 

withdrawn. Real-time trading, that is, the exchange's own server platform, allows 

their members to sell virtual coins between them. The so-called "short-term fast 

trading" is a good thing if it is a fast trading. However, there are some risk factors 

such as membership registration, personal identity verification, risk of personal 

information disclosure, risk of account hacking, coin outflow due to exchange 

server hacking, and news of hacking of many centralized exchanges. 

In addition, the coins/tokens users want to trade must be listed on the exchange 

to enable trading. 

- Signup Needed & KYC Confirmation 

- Deposit & Coin Listing Needed 

- Hacking(Exchange, Account) 

- Personal information leak 

- Personal Trading History and Data Leak 
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3. TOKENMOM, Decentralized Exchange(DEX) 

Tokenmom Exchange allows all tokens(Ethereum based ERC20 and ERC721) to be 

traded. Tokenmom is FREE decentralized exchange based on Ethereum blockchain. 

No additional deposit and withdrawal is necessary, nor does it require signup. 

Only with Tokenmom wallet, Metamask and Importing user’s existing wallet, users 

can trade their tokens in real-time anywhere, anytime with PC and Mobile. 

The best advantage is that users can trade all ethereum based tokens, even if they 

are not listed on tokenmom’s market. 

Although the decentralized exchanges are growing around the world, since only 

market-listed tokens are available for trading, ICO investors have been waiting for 

their tokens to be listed on the exchange. Tokenmom has made it possible for 

users to trade all ethereum based tokens via their personal wallets in real time, 

regardless of the exchange’s listing. This is a big difference from other 

decentralized exchanges. In addition, even if tokenmom exchange is hacked or 

closed, it does not have to worry about it because users own still the assets in 

their personal wallet. Users only need to thoroughly manage their personal wallet 

security. Therefore, escape from tokenmom exchange is free anytime, anywhere.  

Furthermore, since the deposit and withdrawal is not required, there is no need to 

pay the deposit and withdrawal fee. However, in order to trade tokens in 

tokenmom decentralized exchange, each token must be allowed to be traded in 

order to sell. Also, since it is based on Ethereum, it is troublesome to switch to 

WETH token in order to buy another token with Ethereum in the personal wallet. 

1ETH is the same as 1WETH, and can be exchanged at any time. This is a 
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prerequisite for storing transactions and exchanging tokens in the Ethereum 

Blockchain. 

All transactions are stored in the Ethereum blockchain and the status of 

transactions can be checked in real time. If the transaction fails, the asset is 

automatically restored again and gas fee are restored too. However, there is a 

disadvantage in that there is a gas fee to be paid to the Ethereum miners to store 

in the ethereum blockchain. This is not a concern because it is common among all 

of the decentralized exchanges, and it is a very small amount regardless of the 

amount of token trading and all costs including fees are cheaper than centralized 

exchange. 

In addition, every time you trade, You will get TM coins up to 90%~110% of TX 

gas fee and exchange fee. You can refer friends or others to get an additional 

10% of your referral revenue whenever they trade. 

Tokenmom supports multiple languages regardless of nationality, enabling 

simultaneous 24-hour trading with users around the world. It will become a global 

decentralized exchange for blockchain investors. 

In the near future, a decentralized exchange based on EOS is planned. However, 

this depends entirely on the success of Tokenmom Decentralized Exchange. 

We would ask for a lot of use and encouragement. 
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⚫ System Concept of Tokenmom Exchange 
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⚫ Key points of Tokenmom Exchange 

- No Signup Needed 

- Easy & Simple Interface 

- Lowest Trading Fee(Exchange FEE is 0%) 

Only USDC Market FEE will be applied. 

- No KYC & No Deposit 

- All Ethereum Based Tokens’ Trading 

- Safest Trading & Blockchained Transactions 

- Multi Languages Supported Interface 

- Free TM token to Tokenmom users and Referral System 

- Mobile Trading(you can trade any erc tokens via mobile phone) 

-  Reward program (up to 90%~110% of the TX Gas fee and exchange fee for 

each transaction)  

-  Referrer program (10% for every transaction by friends and referred users) 

- Voting system for token listing from TM coin holders 

- Free airdrop to TM holders for new listing tokens 

- Suggesting new features from TM holders 

- We will do our best for your benefits more. 
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4. Platform of Tokenmom Exchange 

⚫ Main Index(User-Friendly Interface) 

 

- Market – ETH, TM(Tokenmom Token Market), USDC(USD Stable Coin) 

- Tradingview Chart 

- Buy and Sell, Limit Order, Orderbook 

- All Trade & My Trade 

- Wallet, Chatting 

- Trade By Address(You can trade any erc20 and erc721 new tokens) 
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⚫ Market(Token Listing) 

 

- ETH Market 

- TM Market(Tokenmom Token Market) 

- USDC Market(USD Stable Coin Market) 
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⚫ Tradingview Chart 

 

- Price Chart 

- Volume Chart 

 

⚫ Buy and Sell –Limit Order 
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⚫ Wallet(checking user’s tokens and set tokens to tradable)) 

 

- User’s owned Token Management 

 

⚫ Trading History, Open Orders 

 

- Open Orders, Cancel Orders 

- My Trading History 
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⚫ TM Token Reward and Referral System 

 

- Whenever you trade, you will get FREE TM Token 

- If you refer friends, you will get TM Token according to their trading amount 
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5. FEE 

At the same time as tokenmom is open, the FEE for buy / sell or maker / taker for 

all transactions is 0%. 

After the trial run for the next several months, we plan to have a maximum of 

0.05% even if the fee is applied. But we will stay in FREE SERVICE as we can. 

Tokenmom is due to the development of decentralized exchange as much as 

possible, and in order to maximize the profits of investors, our goal is operating a 

stable decentralized exchange rather than getting more fee. 

In addition, tokenmom’s TM Token is compensated for 40 percent of the total 

supply for free, and thus strives to activate the exchange transaction. 

 

⚫ FEE 

- Free Trading Fee except for USDC Market 

- TM & WETH(ETH) market exchange FEE is 100% FREE. 

- No charge for order cancelling. 

- 40% TM token of Total Supply to exchange users 

- Extra gas fee for executing the transaction in the blockchain 

(You will get FREE TM COIN(90%~110% of TX fee) whenever you trade) 

- Extra gas fee for set tradable or untradable per token 
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6. TOKENMOM.COM VS Idex.market 

 Tokenmom.com Idex.market 

FEE FREE 0.1%~0.2% 

Reward We give 90%~110% TM to 

users of TX gas fee.  

NO exchange fee 

They give 50% to users according to 

their exchange fee. 

Referral We give 10% TM to referral None 

Market Any Erc tokens can be traded Only tokens in market can be traded 

Deposit No need to deposit Users have to deposit 

Withdraw No need to withdraw Users have to withdraw 

Listing No need to list tokens at 

market for trading 

Limit of listing tokens by accepted by 

Idex 

Hacking No need to concern although 

exchange is hacked because 

users are no need to deposit 

Users can lose their money if 

exchange is hacked 

 

7. Tokenmom Exchange Token(TM) 

Tokenmom Exchange introduces its own TM ™ token. 

It sells only 40% of total supply 

In order to create an incentive for the initial contributors, the price will be 

increased step by step (8 step) and so the earlier contribution will be more 

interesting. The target price of TM Token is 0.01 $ (about 11.3 KRW). Thus, 

contributors who buy tokens first will have a larger amount of TM tokens than 
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later contributors for the same amount contributed. We also aim to operate TM 

Market and the exchange fee is free and the tx fee will be received as TM token, 

which helps Tokenmom exchange to regain TM token and so more interesting for 

early contributors. This depends on the success of both TM token's sales and 

Tokenmom exchange. Furthermore we can burn TM coins that we received as TX 

fee. 

 

TM USAGE 

1. TM MARKET 

TM coin holders can exchange tokens with TM coins at TM market 

And save TX Gas Fee with paying it as TM coins. 

2. FREE AIRDROP 

TM coin holders can get free airdrops from new token/coin campaigns 

3. FREE TOKEN/COIN LISTING 

TM coin holders can request a new token/coin listing and vote for it 

4. FREE REWARD TO TRADERS AND REFERRAL 

Traders can get 100 TM whenever they trade and order is fulfilled. 

Referral gets 10% TM from their friends trading. 
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TM Token Distribution and Usage 

Rate Amount(TM) Usage 

40% 800,000,000 Free TM token to exchange users 

40% 800,000,000 Founder, Team, Exchange Ecosystem 

10% 200,000,000 Price stability and maintenance of TM Token 

10% 200,000,000 Risk Reserve fund to prepare for problems 

100% 2,000,000,000 TOTAL SUPPLY 

☞ Contract Address : 0x554b520b298be389f0d87bf3376eb4d6510456ec 

☞ Go to TM IEO Launchpad : https://wallet.latoken.com/ico/ETH-TM 

 

⚫ TM Token - Supply Information 

- TOTAL SUPPLY(100%) : 2,000,000,000 

- TOTAL SALES AMOUNT(40%) : 800,000,000 

- 1TM  : INITIAL PRICE 0.00004 ETH, 0.004415 USD, 5 KRW) 

-  

◆ 40% of TOTAL SUPPLY : All users using the Tokenmom exchange will be 

compensated at a certain rate per transaction in Weth market(up to 

90%~110% of gas fee and costs paid)  

 

✓ The compensation rate is up to 40% of the total supply, and when 40% of 

the total supply is exhausted, it ends. Also, in order to maintain the exchange, 

https://etherscan.io/address/0x554b520b298be389f0d87bf3376eb4d6510456ec
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to prevent fraud and to refer to the TM token price, the reward is up to 

90%~110% of the tx fee paid in the transaction, and the rate may change 

from time to time in operation. 

✓ By providing TM points according to the amount of transactions made by the 

users, 1:1 payment request can be made with TM token when obtaining a 

required quantity. It will be paid on a monthly basis if you request TM coin at 

reward page when you earned over 10,000 TM. 

✓ The reason for not paying the TM tokens immediately at each transaction is 

to reduce unnecessary gas fee because the ethereum token transfer fee may 

be higher than the TM token price. So we are giving TM points temporarily. 

✓ By inviting or referring friends, you can earn 10% extra TM COIN whenever 

your friends trade. 

 

◆ 40% of TOTAL SUPPLY : Fund to operate Tokenmom Exchange (founder, 

team member, exchange ecosystem, server, development, and etc.) 

✓ NO ICO, NO PRESALE – You can only buy from Tokenmom. 

◆ 10% of TOTAL SUPPLY : Lock and burning for price stability and 

maintenance of TM Token 

✓ 10% of TOTAL SUPPLY : Risk Reserve fund to prepare for future problems 

and overall operating, to respond to operational risk and force majeure 

factors. Notwithstanding the above, if necessary, Tokenmom Exchange may 

mint or burn TM tokens. 
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8. ROADMAP 

 

1. Feb 2018 – Anonymous decentralized exchange research begins 

2. May 2018 – Gathering of highly skilled development team 

3. June 2018 – Start building decentralized exchange 

4. Dec 2018 – Launch of tokenmom.com over 700 coins for FREE and reward TM 

to users. TM token sales 

5. May 2019 – Listing TM on other exchanges 

6. Jan 2020 – Add New EOS blockchain Dex and Add WBTC(Wrapped Bitcoin) 

For Decentralized BTC market. 

We will do as possible as we can, More DEX ECOSYSTEM with TM at FUTURE!!!! 
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9. Who are we ? TEAM(Korea and China) 

 

JINSU KIM 

The founder of tokenmom exchange. 

Specialist of Blockchain from 2011 

LINKEDIN 

 

DANIEL SOO(Jongsu Kim as korean) 

Chief Strategy Officer & Director 

LINKEDIN 

 

DONGGYU CHOI  

Chief Technology & IT specialist 

Works for KT(Korea Telelcom) 

LINKEDIN 

 

DAEHO RA 

Chief Platform Officer 

Works for SK Hynix 

LINKEDIN 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jinsu-kim-70b0a4177
https://www.linkedin.com/in/daniel-soo-816407178
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dong-gyu-choi-406408178
https://www.linkedin.com/in/daeho-ra-3687a1177
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LI MING 

Chief Developer Manager 

Works for web development 

LINKEDIN 

 

MILES ZABARA 

Marketing Manager 

Works for social market 

LINKEDIN 

 

HEYRI YU 

Marketing Manager 

Works for asian market 

 

 

LARA Pinto 

Project Content Manager 

Works for various media 

LINKEDIN 

  

  

 

 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/liming16
https://www.linkedin.com/in/miles-zabala-a14859171
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lara-p-b6776146/
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10. Major Links 

- Website : https://www.tokenmom.com 

- Exchange : https://www.tokenmom.com/exchange/TM-WETH 

- Reward : https://www.tokenmom.com/reward 

  Whenever you trade, you get 100 TM for FREE 

- Referral : https://www.tokenmom.com/referral 

  Whenever your friend trades, you get 10 TM 

- API document : https://docs.tokenmom.com 

- WHITEPAPER : https://www.tokenmom.com/whitepaper_eng_1.1.pdf 

- Telegram : https://t.me/tokenmom 

- Twitter : https://twitter.com/Token_Mom 

- Reddit : https://www.reddit.com/r/tokenmom 

- Medium : https://medium.com/@tokenmmom 

- Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/tokenmom 

- Bitcointalk : https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5088587.0 

- Linkedin : https://www.linkedin.com/company/tokenmom/ 

- Contract Address : 0x554b520b298be389f0d87bf3376eb4d6510456ec 
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